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EDITORIAL

The unexamined
financial burden of
residential advising
at UVA
by Perri Nelson

A

t the University of Virginia, the position of Resident Advisor, or RA, is
highly coveted. According to the
Housing and Residence Life website,
over 400 students compete in the
extensive application and interview
process each year. As there are only 240 RAs total,
and only so many spots open up each year, the
process is highly competitive.

process that much more difficult for low-income
students. Anna found the threat of a change to
her financial aid so stressful that she considered
leaving the program after one year. “I definitely
was feeling frustrated about that because for
me being an RA, yes having the housing and
having the meal plan was what I wanted, but I
wasn’t just in it for that. I really did want to build a
community and I wanted to be involved with the
RA community because they’re really tight knit
Most potential RAs are understandably attracted and really cool people. So I was really afraid that
to the position by the prospect of being a role by them taking away financial aid stuff that they
model for a set of incoming first years and would basically inhibit me from doing that, like
walking alongside them as they navigate the doing what I wanted to do by being an RA.”
joys and challenges of their new life in college.
Many were inspired by their own first year RA and Anna also feels that the meal plan granted to RAs
seek to replicate the bonds their advisor built in is not sufficient. RAs are given the Resident Staff
their hall; others were unimpressed by their first meal plan which consists of 80 meal swipes a
year experience and seek to remedy that for the semester and 130 plus dollars. For Anna, who lives
classes that follow them. Regardless of their in first-year dorms and does not have access to
other motives, it can safely be said that all RAs are her own kitchen or food storage space, having a
enticed by the offer of a school year’s worth of free big enough meal plan to live off of was essential.
housing and a free meal plan.
She made the decision to pay the extra sum and
upgrade to the Semester 160 meal plan which
But is this offer all that it seems to be? For many gives her 14 meals and 25 plus dollars per week.
students on financial aid, the answer is no. Often, While she is glad she made this decision, she feels
low-income students who rely on loans or grants that having to upgrade a meal plan adds an unfair
lose parts of these funds because the university extra burden to low-income RAs. Since part of the
grants them free housing; thus they end up job is interacting with residents in dining halls and
paying more for tuition than they would if they sharing meals, it seems only fair that the university
found independent housing. One current RA, who should provide adequate resources for RAs to do
will be called Anna to preserve her privacy, talks so.
about her stressful journey of figuring out her
finances and how her new role as an RA affects Despite all of these uncertainties, Anna does not
the aid she receives from the University. For her, a regret becoming an RA. Although she still has an
first-generation student who receives both federal underlying worry that the financial aid office will
loans and grants, this process was especially require her to later pay the cost of the housing
difficult. Not only did she have to figure out all her she now gets for free, she is glad that her finances
finances herself, the financial aid office at UVA was have worked out for now. She truly values the
of little help to her. The Housing and Residence Life experience of being an RA and is very willing and
website states that “the remunerations you receive eager to remain one next year.
as a Resident Advisor may affect the financial aid
award(s) you receive from the University.” Anna That said, the financial aid side of residential
talks about how the vagueness of this statement leadership at UVA needs to be reexamined. It is
continues to confuse her.
unfair that students on financial aid potentially
have to lose part of their funds in order to cover
“So I remember reading about this before I the cost of housing when students not on aid
became an RA that it said it would affect my automatically receive the housing for free. It is
financial aid package but I didn’t know exactly also unfair that this is an inconsistent process
what that would mean. And to be honest I’m still and is not made clear to each student. Finally, it
not sure exactly what happened.”
is not fair that students only have a partial meal
plan when they are expected to regularly eat in
She goes on to talk about the lack of transparency the dining halls and when they do not have full
throughout the process:
access to a kitchen. The system must become
more equitable and more transparent so that low“At first I was afraid that they would use the RA income students are not deterred from applying
package that they were giving me and replace like and entering the RA process.
my federal loans or federal grants or like the work
study. From what I can tell that’s not what they did,
but when I was talking to people in the financial
aid office they definitely made it seem like they
were going to do that. So it’s still really confusing
because so far SIS says I don’t owe anything but
I definitely have times where it’s like did they
make a mistake, like, what’s going on? So it’s very
stressful to be honest.”
Anna says “the biggest thing is transparency.” Why
could the financial aid office not tell her exactly
what would happen, and why did her aid stay
the same when others’ aid does not? This lack
of transparency about the financial process of
becoming an RA is a huge issue, as it makes the
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BLACK ENOUGH
BY RACHEL CITRON AND MELISSA WU

Being Black Enough or (How To Kill a
Black Man) is a film about a young man named
Cody who lives in a majority white suburban
neighborhood in Los Angeles. Before heading off
to college, Cody begins to have something of an
identity crisis. In order to match up with what he
thinks blackness is, Cody begins hanging out with
his older cousin Kyle. Kyle embodies everything
that Cody thinks blackness is. He lives in the hood,
parties with strippers, and experiences gang
violence on a daily basis.
Despite protest from Kyle who doesn’t
want Cody to glorify his struggles, Cody insisted
on learning how to shoot guns and getting
involved in a gang dispute between Kyle and his
friends and a Mexican gang.
Cody’s story is one filled with loss, selfdiscovery, and a little bit of love. Devin Rice wrote,
directed, and starred in this thought-provoking
tragedy that raises the question about what
it means to be black and what it means to be
yourself.
Cody’s struggle is something we can
all relate to. America is a melting pot of cultures,
and it can be tough to find a balance between
assimilation and individuality.

Cody’s journey to discover himself and
overcome the internal strife between his white
and black identity is a challenge that many people
face. His decision to create a strict dichotomy
and separate his white self from his black self
ultimately results in him rejecting his connections
to his white self, even to the point of becoming
estranged from his family because he accuses his
father of not being black enough and becoming
too whitewashed. His perception of what
constitutes blackness reveals stereotypes of who
a black man is. His gang of friends all fall into the
stereotype and Kyle is quick to assimilate into the
role.
The demise of everyone Cody cares
about spreads a message of what happens to ‘real’
black men. Rice is ultimately showing that what
kills a black man is the fact that they are black and
acting black. What kills them is how the police
stereotype them, how the public views them, and
how they internalize their own sense of identity.
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D E LTA D I D N ’ T N E E D U S , W E N E E D E D D E LTA

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Contemporary
Experiences at the University of Virginia
BY KELVIN HUYNH

A

ccording to the University of Virginia’s 2018 minority enrollment
statistics, there were 1,085 African
American undergraduate students enrolled and of this amount, 660
were female. With the African American female population being only 4.06% of the
University’s overall undergraduate enrollment
- what types of organizations and opportunities
have these women found to provide an inclusive
and welcoming space? One such organization is
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated. Delta is
a non-profit organization which strives to provide
assistance and support to local communities with
established programs throughout the world. The
Kappa Rho Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. was chartered at the University of Virginia
on September 29th, 1973 with the primarily dedication for service, scholarship, and sisterhood.
To discuss what Delta means to African American
females at the University of Virginia, I interviewed
two Deltas who pledged in the Spring of 2019:
Kennedy Radix and Jasmine Moore-Mangone.
Both Radix and Moore-Mangone are
current fourth years at the University and have
various leadership positions amongst black organizations on Grounds. Radix is the current chair
for Black College Women and Moore-Mangone is
currently the financial secretary of Deltas and the
secretary of the Black Student Alliance at UVA. In
these interviews, both have described their experiences prior to and after joining the Kappa Rho
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

P

rior to joining Deltas, both Radix and
Moore-Mangone experienced similar
times during time on Grounds. Radix
describes her first and second year
experiences as something that “took
adjusting to”, Radix remembers that
she was the only black female in her hall and felt
uncomfortable due to not having anyone look like
her or anyone that she could look up to. However, as she continued to explore the University,
Radix began to familiarize herself with the black
community and the multitude of organizations
present on Grounds. She particularly took an interest in Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. due to
the presence and impact Deltas had on the local
Charlottesville and UVA communities. The Delta’s
mission statement of being committed to serving
their community, with a specific focus on the black
community, perfectly aligned with Radix’s own interest alongside her former involvement in Delta
programs such as Delta GEMS (Growing and Empowering Myself Successfully) throughout high
school in her hometown. As such, Radix pledged
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. in the Spring of
2019 and gained seventeen new sisters. Her involvement and participation in Deltas has allowed
her to gain more confidence in herself and what
she is capable of, she is amazed by the constant
support that she receives from her sisters, and that
being a Delta has changed her life for the better.
One particular moment that Radix notes while recalling her experience with Delta was when
Professor Claudrena Harold interviewed a charter
member for the Kappa Rho Chapter in which why
the interviewee wanted to pursue establishing
a Delta Sigma Theta chapter at the University of
Virginia, the interviewee states that, “Delta didn’t
need us, we needed Delta”, a statement Radix also
finds holding meaning in her life.
imilarly, after arriving to the University
in the Fall of 2016, Moore-Mangone felt
that the black community on Grounds
is highly supportive of one another, she
felt most comfortable in black spaces
and took advantage of the opportunities to be active within the black community.
Moore-Mangone initially felt the presence of Deltas when she arrived on Grounds as she saw members assisting first-year students move into dorms
and continued to see Delta’s support in the community. Through this association and familiarizing
herself with the values of Delta and the members
within, Moore-Mangone knew becoming a Delta

S
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would be a perfect fit due to her vision of impact
at UVA as a black woman who values scholarship,
sisterhood, and service. After pledging Delta,
Moore-Mangone has described her experience
as being the best thing that has happened to her
at UVA. She is constantly surrounded by amazing
women who continue to support her unconditionally and that being a part of the sisterhood has
made her become the best version of herself. But
more importantly, she is reminded of the ability
and impact she can make on Grounds by paving
the way for those who come after her. The amount
of effort Moore-Mangone and her sisters puts into
creating safe spaces for black students at UVA
through events and other social activities has
allowed her to realize that her organization is “not
just a UVA thing, but it is a for life thing”.
ollowing this journey of Radix and Moore-Mangone at their time with the University, they were asked one last question in regards to what advice they would
provide for incoming African American
students at UVA. Both resoundingly offered that such individuals should take advantage
of the opportunities and resources provided for
them, such as OAAA and meeting the administration. More importantly, being able to become
involved with as many black organizations and
the black community as possible as “these are the
people that will help you” Radix says. Both highlight that by being involved in the black community and meeting others, it allows students to learn
how to navigate through a predominantly white
space and establish a rapport support system within their time at UVA. Black organizations such as
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. not only diversifies and supports the black community at UVA, it
represents the opportunity and ability for African
Americans to find a home away from home.

F

The Fight for Affordable Housing in Charlottesville

THINKING

FOR
THE

NEXT

3K

HOMES
BY KAYCIE MCCARTHY

With Charlottesville as one of the most expensive housing markets in the state, it is
more crucial than ever to find solutions for low-income families in the Charlottesville community.
Organizations like Habitat for Humanity and Madison House have been fundraising and building
homes, but their work cannot account for all of those in need of homes. While Habitat for
Humanity has plans to build at least 20 houses per year, Charlottesville requires an estimated
3,000 more homes to place everyone in need.
With UVA facilities and off-grounds student housing constantly expanding,
Charlottesville is running out of space to build these homes. Furthermore, a study called the
Comprehensive Regional Housing Study and Needs Analysis found that 68% of low-income
families spend over half of their income on housing. Even with the space to build homes, the cost
of housing is draining family income.
Ultimately, the best way to achieve real progress in the matter is for governmentsanctioned housing policy change. Over the past few years, there have been attempts at reforming
housing policies and Albemarle fiscal budgets, but not much has changed. There is currently hope
for an updated policy by 2020, but with little information on what this policy would do to improve
the crisis at hand.
Disheartening as it may seem, the residents of Charlottesville are still pushing for a
solution--and you can, too. There are several organizations and policy plans that aim to relieve
this crisis. The Charlottesville Low-Income Housing Coalition (CLIHC) is an organization of
Charlottesville residents whose mission is to fight against the displacement of low-income families.
They host events and fundraisers to raise awareness of the issue, as well as create petitions and
advocate their cause to the Charlottesville City Council. To learn more about how you can help,
click here.
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MUSIC RESOURCE CENTER

Interview with Ike Anderson,
Membership Coordinator and
Dance Instructor
by Sam LeFew

I

had the chance to conduct a phone interview
with the MRC’s membership coordinator, Ike
Anderson. Ike joined the MRC as a student in
7th grade. Now, 15 years later, he works at the
MRC as the membership coordinator and a
dance instructor. Below are some of the questions that I asked Ike.
SL: How has your own experience as a youth in
this program benefited the children you work
with today?
IA: I joined in all the way back in 7th grade. Many
kids who come here don’t have an idea of what
they want to do when they first join or what
they even want to do in their lives. Most of them
haven’t had much exposure to creating music in
any sense, so it’s really cool to actually see kids
find their way when they are here. When I arrived
here, I didn’t know how to play any instruments
at all. When I finished the program, I was far along
in dancing and had started exploring all sorts of
instruments. Looking back on my experience, I
can now see some of myself in the kids who come.
I can help them because I have been where they
are now.
SL: Where do you see the program in 5 years?
IA: I hope to be in a new building. We have a
great facility however the building is pretty old
and seems to be producing more problems
nowadays. If not a new building, I would love to
see a much more renovated performance hall in
the former sanctuary of the church. However, one
thing that’s always been the same is the culture;
always been really inclusive and very warm and
welcoming. This place levels the playing field
for everyone who comes in the door. As change
comes, I never want it to turn into some type of
institution. We pride ourselves on exploration
rather than instruction or restriction.

SL: What was your favorite aspect of the program
as a child? How about now?
IA: What I really enjoyed as a member was the
opportunity to explore and try any instruments.
Once I found my way into dance, the staff and
board started seeing that I was super into it and
they made room in the facility to have an entire
dance studio.
SL: If your budget was unlimited, what would
you add to the program?
IA: One thing as far as expansion, I would like
to have certification programs so kids could
graduate from the MRC and be certified in
audio engineering, band management, dance
choreography or something like that. Plenty of
kids come here and are incredible artists but
college isn’t the way for them. In the MRC you get
such great hands on learning that it would help
so many kids to leave here with a certification to
allow them to pursue those careers and validate
all the work they have put in during their time
here.
Why are programs like this so important for
communities?
This is important because we make sure that
every kid who comes through the door gets
the same opportunity as the next. The most
important aspect is how it levels the playing
field. It also gives kids exposure to people who
are not like them, allowing all these kids to find
common ground through music. There are kids
who have conversations here that they would
never have in school. Kids from all socioeconomic
backgrounds are able to sit in a room and listen
to and create music with each other, and to
collaborate and record songs together. That is
special.
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Beauty in the Mix
by Clara Sophia Camber

I

sat down (via FaceTime) with 4th year that singled me out from my friends. It reinforces
Kinesiology major Olivia Rampersaud t learn that your skin color differentiates you from others.
more about her mixed identities.
You walk on the Corner in the evening and I am
usually the only Black one of my friend group. I get
CSC: How do you chose to identify and how do singled out because I am not clearly identifiable.
you think people identify you?
People shout out at me “are you mixed?
OR: This is a big question.I came to school wanting Are you mexican?” People shout negative things
to identify with everything I am. I grew up feeling about how I don’t deserve to be at UVA, I should be
white and Christian; only when I was with my in the outskirts. A lot of name calling and remarks
Jewish cousins did I feel Jewish, only when I went that put me down based on the color of my skin.
to my dad’s family’s house did I feel Black. I didn’t It is hard to think that there are still people who
know where I belong, but [I thought] I would find think that way, who think that African Americans
my group at UVA.
are of a lesser [group], that we come from different
That turned out not to be the case. intelligences. People are quick to say that I’m not
Because most people look at me and think ‘Are deserving of being here. On a weekly basis I get
you Mexican? Middle Eastern? Puerto Rican? asked who I am, what my identity is.
Egyptian?’ The Jewish community at UVA is a very
I used to be super open about it, proud
accepting community but when they see me they of my religion, race. I thought that by speaking
think “Oh, she must be with someone.” When I say to people about it they would learn. Turns out
I am Jewish it is all good, but I feel like I have to that people are curious for the heck of being
prove that.
curious. I [realized that I] was not learning from
I was the most white but I wanted to those experiences, it was just putting me in a
learn the most about being black. And I did not weird position. People were not asking from their
want to discount being Indian or Native. I want to heart, so I started closing off who I tell what my
identify with and understand all of these cultural background is. It is important for me to know
groups that I could belong to. I am not just one [about my identities] because I still really want
thing. I am African American, Indian, Caucasian, to be a part of every community. I struggled with
native American, Jewish, Christian, and a woman. that at the beginning of my time at UVA.
The problem is having an order of importance; my
My dad told that in order to be part of
scientific mind wants to go “Oh, you’re 50% white, the group, you have to be able to joke with the
that’s the most important.”
group. In order to joke the group you have to
know the hardships of the group.
CSC: You’ve mentioned to me before about your
dad talking to you about police, can you talk
about your racial awareness? I want to get a sense
of that might have shifted since coming to UVA.
OR: In 3rd grade Dad told me “Okay Liv, if you
are ever driving on 96 heading towards Detroit
and the police pull you over don’t make strong
eye contact. You act lesser, never talk back, never
question. They are coming after you because of the CSC: I would love to hear about your Judaism. What
color of your skin. Be aware of your surroundings, was your observance/engagement like growing
be very careful, observe the law, so they cant have up in Detroit? How has your Jewish identity and
another reason to come after you.” It’s hard to observance shifted since coming to uva, if at all.
know that the color of your skin makes you seen OR: The shift from home was a really awesome
as a criminal.
shift because metro Detroit had a big jewish
I don’t feel like it has shifted that much population but it wasn’t close enough for my
[at UVA] to be honest. I still try to do my best to family. I was only learning about Judaism through
prevent myself from being in [...] harms way or cousins and grandparents, it was a very minimal
where police would single me out. I don’t think knowledge. I was always seeking out what it
I have experienced anything specific to the meant to be Jewish. Coming to UVA I had multiple
police singling me out, but there has been some Jewish organizations at my fingertips, within
racial tension around grounds where I have felt walking distance. I experienced a couple times
alienated. People have said things as I’ve walked by being asked “who are you here with” That did

On a weekly basis I
get asked who I am,
what my identity is.
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discourage me for a couple weeks but I went back
[to Hillel] a couple more times and made some
friends. After the first couple times of being asked
it didn’t happen any other time.
I definitely felt like I had a home in
the Jewish community pretty quickly. That was
really an awesome experience. I feel like the Jew
community is inclusive, it offers opportunities to
learn and grow and meet new people. I’ve seen
lot of people who don’t look like the stereotypical
Jew in the Jewish community so I don’t feel as
isolated. I dont stick out like a sore thumb [there],
like I have for my entire life.
I also did seek out other people of color. I
sought OAAA and BSA. I never found myself doing
anything with ISA. What’s really cool about [OAAA]
is that they want incoming African-American
students to know that they have people looking
out for them. For me, having that made it more
of a comfortable transition. I don’t think I have
immersed myself in the balck community as I
might have liked but I think that comes from my
own insecurities, and goes back to what my Dad
said about knowing hardships. I sometimes feel
too white.
CSC: Where do you find beauty or comfort in the
mixed aspect of your identity?
OR: Over the past year I have really found that I
find comfort in the unknown. I didn’t always,
but I’m learning that not knowing everything is
really a beautiful thing. Being able to now know
everything has been really cool because it has
created new learning opportunities for me. I feel
like my mixed identity is a story, and it is not a
unique story, but my mix is unique. Everyone’s
identity is beautiful and I love being able to open
that door and learn those histories. Learning my
own family histories creates my own story.

AFRICA’S CHE GUEVARA
THOMAS
SANKARA
AND
BURKINA
FASO
GLOBAL
by AJ Ernst

Thomas Sankara was born in 1949 in what was then called Upper Volta, a French
colony which Sankara would later transform. From a young age, Sankara noticed the
privileges the Europeans enjoyed, a stark contrast to his African peers around him. After
completing his secondary schooling, Sankara joined the military, and furthered his
education at military academies in the capital, Ouagadougou, and later in Madagascar.
It was there that Sankara was introduced to the ideas of Marx, wealth redistribution, and
where he started developing ideas about how to curb imperialism and advance African
interests, particularly in his home state.
Sankara’s home country, later called Burkina Faso, struggled during its early years
of independence. Maurice Nawalagmba Yaméogo was the Republic of Upper Volta’s
first president, leading a government which banned all political parties except his own,
advanced French (not West African) interests, and had large scale corruption. This phase
lasted from 1960-1966, when the military took over in a coup d’état. Sankara gained
influence in the new military government, but was dissatisfied with the mass corruption,
finally taking over in his own coup in 1983.
Soon after the coup, Sankara renamed the country Burkina Faso, roughly
meaning “land of upright people”. While Sankara did not allow other political parties
than his own, he engaged Burkina Faso in radical modernization and reforms. Sankara’s
government ran a massive campaign in getting officials engaged in corruption tried and
removed, and set the expectation that public officials should not use their jobs to enrich
themselves. The government under Sankara also set out in agrarian reform and mass
vaccination.
Sankara’s most radical reforms though had to do with women’s rights and
curbing imperialism. Sankara believed in advancing women’s rights in Burkina Faso, a
society where women were previously treated unequally to men. Sankara created classes
to improve female literacy, passed laws allowing for divorce and a minimum marriage
age, and in general moved the country in a more progressive direction. Much like how
Sankara broke with the status quo on women’s rights issues, he refused aid with strings
from foreign entities, and changed what crops were grown in the country (along with
modernizing farming techniques). Sankara believed in African independence, and selfrule in all senses. Sankara was killed in a bloody coup in 1987, but he is still remembered
by members of his country to this day.
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LIVING WAGE AT UVA:
A POSTIVE STEP TOWARDS COMMUNITY BUILDING

I

BY NATHAN ABRAHAM

n October of this year, students and faculty
at UVA received a special announcement decades in the making: beginning in 2020, all
University contracted, full-time employees
will earn at least $15 per hour. This announcement comes seven months after the University first announced all non-contracted, full-time
employees would enjoy the same pay bump.
Since his appointment as President of UVA, Jim
Ryan has emphasized his commitment to building
a more productive and collaborative relationship
with the Charlottesville community. Though this
relationship between city and university is multifaceted and complex, the most direct impact of
the University on its surrounding environment is
through employment of a large, low-wage labor
force. These recent steps by President Ryan, in
accordance with his 10-year “Great and Good”
strategic plan, serve as the most concrete step
in many years toward mending a broken and
contentious relationship.
In light of this victory for low-wage workers at UVA,
it’s important to acknowledge the role of activists,
both from UVA and the community, in continually
fighting for this change. Calls from students to pay
workers a living wage can be traced as far back as
the 1969 demands during the March Against UVA’s
Racist Atmosphere. Black students and black
student organizations have long taken a leading
role as voices of activism and protest in the larger
struggle for equality. The Black Student Alliance
has continually acknowledged the centrality of
just compensation for workers as an integral part
of their fight to improve race relations at UVA.

Floor Report still remain unanswered as UVA
continues to lag behind in its hiring of minority
workers for high-wage positions. Additionally,
the inability of University staff to effectively
organize will hinder future efforts for employment
negotiation. If the past 60 years have shown us
anything, it’s that change is slow-moving and
hard-fought. Though the Fight for Fifteen is won,
it is the first in a long line of challenges that affect
not only the Black Experience at UVA, but in
Charlottesville as well. If history is any indication,
black students at UVA will continue to lead the
charge to hold the school’s administration at their
word to produce a school that is both “Great and
Good”.
Sources:
Clukey, A. (2019, October 24). University
expands living wage plan to include contracted
employees. The Cavalier Daily. Retrieved from
https://www.cavalierdaily.com/article/2019/10/
university-expands-living-wage-plan-to-includecontracted-employees
Popli, N. (2019, March 7). U.Va. to increase
employee minimum wage to $15 per hour by
2020. The Cavalier Daily. Retrieved from https://
www.cavalierdaily.com/article/2019/03/u-va-toincrease-employee-minimum-wage-to-15-perhour-by-2020
(1969, February 18). Students to Present Proposals
for Ending “Racist Atmosphere”. Cavalier Daily.
Office of Equal Opportunity Programs. (1996). An
Examination of the University’s Minority Classified
Staff (The Muddy Floor Report). Charlottesville,
Virginia.

The fight for a living wage at the University
defines a significant portion of student activism
throughout the 1990s and 2000s. After the release
of the Muddy Floor Report in 1996 which revealed
discriminatory treatment in the hiring, discipline
and firing of black employees, the Living Wage
Campaign at UVA was formed shortly after to
address these inequities head-on. Throughout
the past two decades, this group has consistently
lobbied for change, producing comprehensive
reports and staging impactful protests to draw
attention to these injustices of employment, pay
and treatment. These actions were highlighted by
the release of “Keeping Our Promises: Toward a
Better University” in 2006, the sit-in of Madison Hall
also in 2006, and the Hunger Strike in 2012. In each
case, students, and especially minority students,
displayed their support for UVA employees,
urging the University to acknowledge the critical
role it plays in the surrounding community.
Despite the progress of the recent pay increases
for full-time employees, the fight for employment
equity is far from over. The demands of the Muddy

Rally poster courtesy of Living Wage at UVA.
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YA R D S H O W

BY STEFAN WOODSON AND AURORA GUO

T

he Yard Show here at the University of Virginia took place to celebrate
Homecoming week. The event attracted alumni and recent graduates who
were a part of the Greek organizations
as well. This resulted in a very animated audience with the recent graduates often roll
calling before and after each performance. The
show had a panel of judges who were also former
students and members of the fraternities and sororities.
The event started with the Kappa’s
(Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity) performance who
sported their iconic Kappa Kanes and shimmy
shoulder rolls. Their performance was followed
by the Alpha’s (Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity) whose
performance started awkwardly with their
Fraternity’s name being mispronounced. Despite
this, the performance was animating and the
crowd began to show excitement by screaming
the names of the performers and encouraging
them.
The Alphas took a different approach
than most of the other organizations as they
used dialogue to transition between songs they
stepped to. The Zetas (Zeta Phi Beta Sorority)
would use a similar tactic later which was effective
as well. After the Alphas, the Sigma’s (Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity) performed and fed off of the
crowd’s excitement. The performance was special
because this was where the roll calls by alumni
members of the fraternities and sororities started.
After their performance, a brief break was taken.
During this break, the DJ played music to keep
the crowd engaged, however, it acted as a catalyst
for the fraternities and sororities who took this
opportunity to stroll. Some strolled beside the
audience and the Kappas even strolled directly
in between the audience. By this point, the
crowd was as animated as ever. The Deltas (Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority) seized this opportunity by
delivering a great performance. Not only did they
have the most members, but they performed the
longest and the crowd thoroughly enjoyed it. The
Zetas (Zeta Phi Beta Sorority) also followed with
an exciting performance. After their performance,
the judges were given time to decide on a winner.
The Deltas won and they were quite excited about
their victory.
Knowing that the Black Greek
organizations were founded on grounds in
1973, it was inspiring to see so many of the
Divine 9 (National Pan-Hellenic Council) Greek
organizations perform. Even members of
fraternities and sororities who did not perform
were there to appreciate the show and cheer on
for each other. This was an important event as
it showed not only the presence of Black Greek
organizations on grounds but also the unity of
those organizations. There was not any bad blood
or jealousy present, just good times and music.

A Yard Show is an event where black fraternities and sororities gather to show pride, step, dance,
and/or compete. Unlike a probate, these events can involve multiple or even all of the black Greek
organizations. The show is exciting and usually very interactive with the audience.
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DIVERSITY WITHIN THE
ENGINEERING SCHOOL

O

BY KELLY XIE

ne of the oldest public universities
in the United States, the University
of Virginia (UVa) has faced many
issues of diversity and progress.
Established in 1819, UVa only began admitting African American
students in 1950 and became fully co-educational
in 1970. For UVa’s College and Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences, progress has taken many steps
forward, but what about UVa’s School of Engineering and Applied Science (SEAS)? In the fall of
2019, only 32 African American students enrolled
in SEAS in comparison to 360 White students. Has
the University truly invested enough effort and
provided enough aid to encourage a more diverse
community? To understand the situation better,
we look into the life of Selwyn Hector Jr., a fourth
year Computer Science major in SEAS.

Despite the numbers, which point to a potentially
unreceptive environment, the students have
created a welcoming home in which Hector
was able to shed his multiple personas and find
friends that appreciate and accept his true, goofy
nature. Additionally, the National Society of Black
Engineers (NSBE) provided him with opportunities
to connect with others and search for groups to
help succeed. Beyond the NSBE, however, there
is no other impressive diversity initiatives or
organizations to aid students.
In terms of financial aid, UVa meets 100%
of demonstrated financial need through
scholarships, grants, work-study and need-based
loans. In the past decade, the African American
representation in SEAS has not seen any significant
growth, but has been increasing slightly.

Hector grew up in Virginia Beach, Virginia and
attended a wide range of schools in terms of
diversity, from primarily white institutions to
well-rounded and diverse schools. Coming from
a mixed family, Hector understood and adapted
to social dynamics that varied from school to
school, but at times struggled to adjust and switch
between the demographics, feeling as though he
had two different personalities depending on the
people he interacted with.
Coming to UVa, Hector knew the environment
would be predominantly white and that is
something that he would have to get used to.
Looking back, he realized that the lack of diversity
had really prepared him for industry, as his field’s
demographic is majority white men. A professor
has even pushed him to become a teaching
assistant because the representation would be
meaningful. Hector says “little things like that,
along with having incredibly technical educators
make it so I can get a really good education.”
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“The [Engineering
school] has gotten
better I think… The
last thing I would want
is for the school to
get complacent and
say ‘we’ve got good
enough numbers.’”
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Bridging the Gap: X-tasee Dance
Crew and Exploring Diversity

I

Founded in April of 2005, X-tasee is one of the
University of Virginia’s most well-known dance groups. According to their website, X-tasee focuses stylistically on “artistic talent and
expression in music and dance in the fields
of hip-hop, jazz, reggae, etc.” (https://xtaseedancecrew.tumblr.com). Yet, to those interested
in joining the organization, X-tasee is about more
than just the art.
When second-year Korey Busby first saw X-tasee
perform at the Lighting of the Lawn, she was
impressed by their “personality on stage” and
how “they were one of the more diverse groups”.
Similarly, third-year Kayla Thomas, the Vice
President of X-tasee, chose to join “because the
people on the team were extremely encouraging
and family like before they even know that I
would be on the team in the future”. The sense
of belonging to a team and a family draws many
of the prospective members to come to the
open workshops and eventually audition, even
if they don’t end up committing to the team, as
in Busby’s case. Aside from its family atmosphere,
however, X-tasee is set apart by its mission:
“wholeheartedly focused on bridging the gap
between Charlottesville residents and students at
the University through the artistic expression of
dance”. According to Busby, “anyone can join even
individuals who don’t even go to UVA, which I
think is really cool because they are a club actually
interacting with the outside Charlottesville area”.

By Andrew Zazzera and Sophia Molly Williams

before, so I expected to come and just blend in.
But I quickly learned that the uniqueness of every
person’s style is what helps the team to function I just had to figure out what mine was”.
Even within the U-Va. community, X-tasee works
hard to represent different groups. Sometimes,
this can play to their advantage, as the crew can
recruit from all walks of students. As Busby put
it, “they use different languages in music, like I
specifically remember a Spanish/English song for
tryouts and one of the members and I bonded
over kpop”. But, just as the lack of distinct focus
on any particular group representation can be an
effective tool for recruitment and bonding, it can
also blunt the group’s branding, as this prevents
X-tasee from being a cultural CIO and performing
at high-attendance events like Culturefest.
That doesn’t stop the members of X-tasee from
dancing their hearts out, though. As Thomas says,
“ If anyone reading this wants to join the team or
just to go to the dance studio to vibe 1 on 1, I am
(including the rest of X) always available to assist
in any way possible. We want everyone to be able
to experience the power of dance like we are
fortunate enough to be able to on a regular basis”.

Oftentimes, students at U-Va. feel cut off from
the greater Charlottesville community. X-tasee
tries to bridge that gap by inviting local residents
to come and learn how to express themselves
through dance. This is not always easy, though, as
Thomas says: “the biggest challenge that I faced
stepping onto the dance scene was finding my
voice through dance. I have never been on a team
Photos courtesy of X-tasee Dance Crew at UVA
X-tasee can be found on the following social media:
Facebook | Youtube | Instagram: xtaseedancecrew
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OPINION

BLACK THEATRE AND UVA DRAMA

I

BY MADELINE WALKER

f you look back at UVA Drama’s production
history, you will see that the ratio of black to
white playwrights is severely lacking.
Out of over 50 productions in the
past 10 years, the UVA Drama Department
has produced exactly four works by black
playwrights in their mainstage season. The other
part of these playwrights were predominantly
White European or American men.
The issue of black visibility in UVA Drama
and theater in this country more generally is not
new. Season programming is complicated; you
must account for your pool of actors, budgeting,
design capabilities, and representation. However,
on paper UVA Drama has made clear who their
productions are for both in casting and audience.
Although the department aims to give
UVA students opportunities, they often neglect to
advertise auditions to the broader community. As
a result, productions are majority white, serving
the majority white academic community.
How can the Drama Department
decolonize their season programming and
process so that they are addressing issues in
the larger Charlottesville community that the
University plays a direct role in?
If theater is a tool for facilitating
conversation, why aren’t we intentionally carving
out space to talk about Blackness at UVA? Many
of the most brilliant, and even award- winning
contemporary playwrights- Lynn Nottage, Suzan
Lori-Parks, August Wilson, Jeremy O. Harris,
to name a few- are black. So, why aren’t we
producing them?
The Department cannot claim there
is any lack of black actors or artists to fill these
casts. In fact, there are several black theater
initiatives on grounds, the main one being Paul
Robeson Players, an independent student run
Revolutionary Theatre Organization with roots
in African and African American theater. They
were revived in 2010 to provide a space for black
theater to happen, and try to respond to political
injustices.
In the past, Black Voices, Black Culture
Week, stepping, and dance have been prominent
expressions of black culture through performance,
but students have also responded to representing
the black experience at UVA through theatrical
form.
Micah Watson, a recent graduate of
the College, co-founded and produced The Black
Monologues in 2015, and the production has been
re-created and performed every year since. The
Black Monologues, a play written and produced
by black students at UVA, explores the challenges,
complexities, and joys of being black at UVA and
beyond. The play features a wide range of stories
in both breadth and intimacy, in addition to music
and movement; ultimately it aims to celebrate the
black experience

The past few years the production has
sold out the 200 seat Helms Theatre and has been
incredibly celebrated by students. Micah notes
that the purpose is to explore the diversity within
blackness and does so through interviewing
black students and using those interviews as
the foundation of the creative platform. When
students loved the first year and hoped to see
the same work she noted that the purpose was to
expand beyond repetition; to continue to evolve,
grow, and learn as artists and intellectuals
If the university is going to commit
to diversity, as it so relishes to advertise, then
they need to do so not just in casting, but in the
amplification of black artists and stories. This
idea resonates with the larger black community
in Charlottesville. In a 2017 DC Metro Theater
Arts article, then director of the Jefferson African
American Heritage Center, Leslie Scott Jones
said, “We’re doing black theater in a place that
isn’t used to seeing black theater…In the past,
Charlottesville’s idea of black theater has been a
single play with a black character in it.”
Filling a quota for producing black
playwrights does not need to be a token category
in UVA Drama’s mainstage season, nor does
casting one black actor in a production. The Drama
Department needs to uplift the work of black
artists and their nuanced and complex depictions
of black experiences- because those experiences
exist here.
Instead, you may consider why we
continue to produce “classical” plays by white
American and European cis-het male playwrights.
The misogynist and colonialist language in these
works is dangerous because the naturalization
of binaries and hierarchies is one of the ways
whiteness and masculinity maintain institutional
dominance.
Charlottesville is not a post-racial
community. Neither is the space on grounds, and
just as students at UVA had to fight for African
American Studies and its significance, they will
continue to claim space for Black Theatre.

August Wilson’s The Piano Lesson opens at the
Jefferson School Heritage Center on December
5th and will play through December 15th.
Watch out for The Black Monologues coming this
spring.
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